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1. I have a question for you this morning.  How many of you would say that how you look 

this morning is a pretty fair representation of the real you?  You really haven't worried 
a whole lot about whether or not the cracks were spackled, the bald spot was covered 
or the natural body odours were masked?  I mean, you're one of those 

 what you see is what you get persons?  Natural, you know! 
 
 -So, turn to the person next to you and say, "Who are you really under all that stuff?"   
 
 -Truth and authenticity are interesting concepts, aren’t they?  That’s what I want to 

talk about--and to start, I’d just like to level the playing field a little.  
 
 *How many of you have ever told a story that was a little more jazzed up than the way 

it actually happened, or made yourself out to be a little more of a hero than you really 
were? 

 
 *Has anyone here ever played a little dumb when you were pulled over for speeding 

by a police officer--eg., like you really didn't know the speed limit, when actually?  
…The signs were flying by too fast for you to read them. 

 
 *Are there any parents here who have ever had this amazing metamorphosis take 

place where you were snarling at your kids like a junkyard dog, but suddenly turned 
into Oprah when a friend called?    

 
 a. The truth about you and me is that we all struggle in varying degrees with 

telling the truth and being authentic.  
 
  -We live in a world where lies and deception are the name of the game--from 

the corporate marketing firms to the back alleys to dating websites to 
Instagram.   

 
  -But the most dangerous lies in the world, right now, are the ones being 

whispered in your ears and mine about God and others.  Even more dangerous 
are the ones we tell ourselves that keeping us from owning the truth that could 
set us free. 

 
 b. Truth, honesty, sincerity and authenticity are amazing and beautiful things.  

Truth is powerful:  Proverbs puts it like this:  An honest answer is like a kiss 
on the lips!  Truth is actually what we all really want--from others, and from 
ourselves.   
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 -But lies and deception are also powerful in a very dark ways. If you don't                 
take anything else home this morning, take this: you need to protect your soul 
with truth.  Lying and deception kill whatever they touch; Truth brings healing 
and life.  I want to build my life on truth--cause I want what I build to last.   

 I'll bet you do too. 
                      

 Therefore, put on every piece of God’s armour so you will be able to resist 
the enemy in the time of evil. Then after the battle you will still be standing 
firm.  Stand your ground, putting on the belt of truth…   

 (Ephesians 6:13-14 NLT)  
 

2. This passage we're studying comes in the middle of a profound passage on spiritual 
opposition.  It says that if you and I are going to win the battle against evil, we need to 
put on truth like a belt or a girdle, 

   
 How many of you think the word BELT will do just fine?  To understand Paul’s imagery 

here, you have to remember that he’s in prison--chained 24/7 to a Roman soldier.  
How many of you think that if you were chained to a soldier for months or years--you 
would notice what he’s wearing?  Well, Paul is thinking, “Why does he wear what he 
wears?”  And then, “How does this fit with an unseen war with the forces of darkness?  

  
 -Right next to his face is the soldier's hairy leg--flesh and blood.  Pretty vulnerable.               

If you see a warrior coming--you can hide--and get him first. But Paul thought, "How 
can you protect yourself if you can’t SEE him?”     

 
 -Then the image gets clearer.  Only someone with a death wish faces a powerful 

enemy without protection.  And so, the first part of his analogy is the belt. 
  
 a. Now, you probably know that this was not a belt for holding a soldier’s pants up.  

The basic clothing that a soldier wore in that culture was a tunic--a big, square 
piece of cloth with a hole for his head and a hole for each arm. 

 
  -Now, imagine Rambo wearing the equivalent of a bed-sheet with a hole in the 

middle of it into hand-to-hand combat.  Pretty nasty.  If you’re a soldier and 
you're wearing a kind of big floppy nightgown, you're either going to trip and 
stab yourself, or someone's gonna grab it and bring you down. 

 
  -When soldiers back in that culture wanted to relax, they’d take the belt off.  

When you were called into battle, you put the belt on--and tucked the tunic into 
it.  It was called girding yourself for battle. 

 
 b. I think what Paul is saying here is that truth is what holds your life together.   

It's your first defense against an enemy that is defined by his ability to lie, 
accuse and deceive.  Here’s the deal for us; you and I have to decide who--
exactly--is telling the truth.   

  -Jesus said that Satan always lies.  Always!  That his goal is to destroy God’s 
credibility, get you to believe lies about yourself, and ultimately to either destroy 
or disable your life and everything that's good about you.  Without truth, that’s 
exactly what will happen. 
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3. How many of you have read at least a little of the Bible--the record of God’s dealings 
with us?  The one thing you’ll notice is that God consistently tells the truth--and the 
devil consistently lies. The first encounter with Satan makes that clear.  Listen to 
what God says to Adam and Eve about the temptation they will inevitably face:   
 
…The LORD God warned him, “You may freely eat the fruit of every tree in the 
garden—except the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. If you eat its fruit, 
you are sure to die.” (Genesis 2:16-17 NLT)   

  
 -Now--watch how Satan twists it to make God look unfair:   

 
 “Did God really say you must not eat the fruit from any of the trees in the 
garden?”  (Genesis 3:1 NLT) 
 
-There is a lot of difference between, You may freely eat from every tree…except… 
and You must not eat the fruit from any tree… In modern terms it would be,  
"Wow!  All this beautiful fruit--like Garden Basket--and God said, “Don’t touch it!  So, 
Eve…how are you feeling about that?"  BTW--has anyone here ever felt like God was 
being unfair?  Like way too restrictive?  
 

 a. Well, Eve takes the bait--hook, line, sinker, crankbait, fishing pole, bass boat 
  --the whole thing.  Listen to how she now twists what God actually says:   

  
  God said, “You must not eat it or even touch it; if you do, you’ll die.” 

(Genesis 3:3 NLT) 
 
  -Notice that she just slightly edits what God says--don’t even touch it--but it 

exaggerates the warning and minimizes God’s goodness.  And it’s at this point 
that Satan knows he has her!  At this point, Satan knows the rest is a piece of 
cake.  "Pfft!  Die?  Why Eve!   You're drop-dead gorgeous!  The picture of 
health!  No wrinkles, no sagging, no gray hair or age spots--do you see 
anything dying around here?" 

 
  -And then he lies about God:     
   
  “God knows that your eyes will be opened as soon as you eat it,                         

and you will be like God, knowing both good and evil.”  
  (Genesis 3:5 NLT) 
 
  And after toying with the idea for while, Adam and Eve believed the lie.                    

And that day they lost it all!  And so did we!   
 
 b. I hope you understand what Jesus is saying when He tells us that Satan is by 

nature a liar.  Every promise he makes is pure deception.   
  Sometimes it's based on half-truths.  Know this; a half truth is whole lie!  

Jesus said this about Satan’s character, that he’s been a liar from the 
beginning; when he lies, he’s speaking his native language.   
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 c So what does he lie about?  Well--everything!  To start--he lies about life.   
  He lies about what actually brings peace and satisfaction.  He lies about the 

consequences of sin and rebellion. 
 
  -But I would have to say that Satan does his best lying about God's character 

and God's motives.   
   
  *The Bible says that God is fair and just.  Satan says, "God's not being fair             

with you?"   
   
  *The Bible says that God is loving and compassionate and infinitely good.  

Satan will make Him out to be a harsh task-master--a being with a cruel streak 
who tortures humans with more pressure, more sorrow, more hassle than they 
can handle.   

  
  *The Bible says that God has a good plan for us if we'll cooperate and give Him 

space to work.  Satan will make you doubt God's motives.  Know why?                    
It’s because if he can twist how you see God, you believe the best about Him 

  --you’ll assume the worst. To not love God—not see Him as He really is--will 
twist your whole life!   

  
 d. Something else--and this is really important.  Satan--the accuser--will lie to you 

about others.  If you engage, he'll help you see motives that aren't there and 
never were!  He’ll cause you to see attitudes that don’t exist.  He'll fill you with 
anger, suspicion and bitterness--and then influence you to turn away without 
ever finding out what the truth really is.   

 
4. Something else you may not know; Satan will lie to you about you!   
 He’ll bury you with accusation, shame, and guilt over sin that that God has forgiven.   
 He’ll tell you you’re worthless--and make you feel bitter and cheated for giving any  
 of your time and energy to God’s mission.  And his biggest lie is, “You’re screwed up 
 --and there’s no way out!”  He’ll help you lie to yourself. 
  
 a. For example, has anyone here ever said these three words to themselves, 

“…BUT NOT ME!”   That is, “I’m so unique that I am mysteriously excluded 
God’s kindness and forgiveness--and the consequences of my unbelief, 
rebellion and stupidity. 
 
-I want you to think about something for a minute.  The evidence is in.  The 
warning on a pack of cigarettes shows a gruesome picture--with this warning:  
Smoke these things, and they will kill you.  I can understand why it's hard to 
quit.  But why are people still starting?  Know why?  ...BUT, NOT ME.                   
Cancer, heart disease happens to other, …but not me. 
 
-Other people get addicted to stuff, …other people get sexually transmitted 
diseases, ...other people blow up their marriages, marry dangerous, sick 
people, destroy their kids hearts, become old, bitter and alone, get publicly 
humiliated in a scandal…but not me! 
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-For some strange reason, we live in complete denial:  "I can defy the laws of 
God, the laws of health, the laws of society, the laws of relationships, what 
Jesus said about finding life--and I alone will be exempt from the 
consequences.” This actually defines what it means to chase stupid!  
 

 b. Another well-known lie of Satan is, ...but not them!.   
  This usually applies to how we treat others.   
  God has given us the recipe for relational health:  love and forgiveness.   
  We know what He says:  To keep on forgiving.  To love even our enemies.   
  To treat people exactly like we would like to be treated.  To go to people when 

there's a problem.  To be gentle and patience--believe the best about them.   
 
  -The lie says, “Yes, generally speaking, you do need to be kind and forgiving 

and generous--cause God loves others and wants you to love others too… 
  but not them!  
 

c. The companion lie would be, BUT NOT NOW!  Not today!  A lot of people who 
follow Jesus have these magnificent dreams for how effective their lives will be-
-about how generous they will be with the poor, for how they’re going to slow 
their lives down, use their gifts, build accountability into their lives, be a kinder, 
gentler, more compassionate person.  But...not now. 
 
-It's this illusion that we will have this endless amount of time and opportunities 
to make changes in our lives--and a difference others lives--and it will all 
magically happen…Someday…!  And it's a lie.  The truth is that every day  
we put up our hand and tell God to back off we get further way from Him--and 
without a wake-up call nothing will ever happen.   
 

 d. I'd summarize a fourth lie as, …but not this!  It has to do with our 
circumstances--and how we get locked into hopelessness and  

  discouragement--and wind up as bitter, hurting, self-pitying, hopeless people. 
 

-See, God has promised that He would never leave us.  That he would provide 
for us. That he would work through all the circumstances of life--even the 
messy, awful ones--that we would be more than conquerors. That it's possible 
to have peace, and live with joy--and have hope in darkest night and the 
bleakest of circumstances.  That any sin can be forgiven--no matter how dark 
and awful it is! 
 
-And then we hear, "But not THIS!”  And it's a lie. 
 

 e. So, I'd like to ask you a question.  What--and who are you going to believe?  
Are you going to live in the light--or darkness?  Do you believe the truth or fall 
for a lie?    

  
5. The only way to protect yourself from a lie is to know the truth. [Say that with me]  

That gets complicated because word on the street in our world is that truth is up for 
grabs.   How many of you have ever heard someone say, "Yeah, well, truth is relative.  
You have your truth, I have mine."  
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  -Actually?  Every day we live we base our lives on truth and truth-telling.  How many 
of you have ever personally discovered that the laws of gravity are actually true.  
Most of us find this out when we defy them, right?  Most of you know that summer is 
summer and winter is winter--that you can count on the weather changing.   
 
-Banks, in particular, are not impressed when people whose accounts are overdrawn 
say, “Well that’s your truth--not my truth!”  Hospitals base what they do on certain 
medical truths of how bones and brains heal.  Everything we do in our world is based 
on truth of some kind.   

  
 a. For some reason people have categorized the truth God reveals as opinion--

that is, subjective truth.   
  If the truth we study and believe actually is God’s truth, then it is objective--and 

hard-wired into this planet, and into our lives.  You can deny it, twist it, edit it for 
your own convenience and even laugh at it--but you will still trip over it or run 
into it if you ignore what it says.    

  
  -I’m guessing that some of you believe that--and some of you just aren’t sure.   

If the Bible is not hard truth--then what is it?  And who decides which part is 
true and which isn't?  And if there are parts you think aren't true, why don't you 
think they're true?  Is it because they contradict what you want to believe--or 
what is popular in our culture?     

 
 b. My point?  Truth holds everything together.  Without truth the light goes out in 

this world.  If there is no one bigger, wiser than us--eternal and sovereign who 
has the right to speak truth into governments, the messes in this world--and into 
our hearts, then we’re in big trouble!  And whose truth is it going to be?  
Hitler's?  Lenin's?  Darwin's?  Donald Trumps?  CNN? 

 
 c. Putting on truth as a way of defending yourself against spiritual trickery means 

embracing truth as a gift from God to a dark, scary, deceptive world.  
Embracing truth goes beyond knowing truth.  It means valuing it, knowing it, 
listening to it, and paying attention to it's warnings.   

 
  -It means building your life on it--and using it as a plumb-line or level to correct 

things where what you’re building is crooked. It keeps us from destroying our 
lives, from devastating people we love. 

 
  -It keeps us from wasting our lives wandering down detours, from making stupid 

mistakes.  Truth gives us confidence about the future.  It gives us hope when 
life is at its worst.  Truth is the roadmap--the GPS in a very confusing world.   

  And if the GPS isn’t correct then how will you figure out where you are and 
where you’re going?  Truth tells us what’s next after death--and the death 
rate hovers around 100%!  

 
  -And this truth is worth the effort you put into knowing it and respecting it and 

treasuring it.  Please understand--this is not truth about how to get on Twitter or 
where to find the best sushi; this is truth to help you stay standing in the most 
critical battle of your life!   
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6. But putting on this belt deals with another area of truth besides what know and what 

you believe.  It deals with your level of truth-telling and authenticity.  See, the truth 
about me is that I've sometimes lied and deceived to save my own skin or avoid being 
embarrassed.  Is there anyone here who’s never done that?  Good.  Then you need 
help in becoming a truth-teller just like me. 
 
-This passage here is saying, "You need to tell the truth--the whole truth--if you're 
going to stay standing at the end of the day."  My experience tells me that we need                
to pray this belt on.  Say, "God, today I want to walk in complete light.  No shadows.  
No little untruths to make myself look better, or make someone else look worse.                  
No exaggerations.  No excuses.  No massaging the truth to make me look better.               
Just truth." 
 
a. Let me illustrate how truth protects and what it looks like to build on truth--with 

others, God, and yourself.  This is the way it works.  Let's say that this block 
represents truth.  Jesus said that if you want what you build to still be standing 
at the end of the day--you have to build on what He said. Truth!   

 
 b. Well, let's say you build partly on truth--and partly on the way most people 

think--that is…AIR. Think about that in terms of how you handle your 
sexuality--the most controversial topic in our culture.  Or what about the area   
of money, how you think about it, and what you do with it?  If it’s not completely 
based in truth--then ultimately it will be crooked--and fall over!   

 
 c. And this especially applies in the relational area of our lives.  We sometimes 

see things, or hear things that we don't like, or make us suspicious, or angry.  
Question.  What’s our first instinct?   

 
  -Jesus said that when suspicion or anger starts to build a root system in our 

hearts, we need to go directly to the person to ask them what's going on.  
The goal is reconciliation.  Now is that your first instinct--or is it to talk to 
others and embellish your case for why you’re RIGHT!?  

 
  -If the person you’re upset with sees only your reaction--guess what they do?  

They start building a case in the other direction.  What they see. What they 
think.  And the blocks keep going up and getting further and further apart--and 
more and more untrue.   

 
-What ultimately happens is that we create a cartoon of the person and 
situation.  That is, we exaggerate the parts the make them look wrong and 
goofy and make us look right and cool..  Guess who inspires this?  Well, it's 
not Jesus, the way, the truth and the life.  It's the deceiver--who never tells    
the truth.  
 

 d. Question.  Why is it that we don't we just pursue the truth at the start--or ever go 
back to it?  Well--sometimes we don’t want to know the truth!  And once we get 
our tower going--our ego is so invested in the tower of lies we've built--we 
wouldn’t believe the truth if we heard it!  
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   -And it kills our hearts.  When we’re not really looking for truth, we give the 
devil a foothold--what Kent talked about last week.  I’ll tell you why; what we 
want more than anything, more than God, more than grace more than peace     
--more than life--is to be right.  

 
  -It’s pride--and God opposes the proud--and that’s why marriages blow up, 

relationships collapse and churches get crushed.  And at this point, we’ve 
joined Satan’s team of accusers. 

 
7. So I want to ask you this morning--right here…right now:  Will you, along with me, 

commit yourself to being a truth-lover and a truth-teller--knowing that your very               
soul depends on it.  See truth is way more then philosophy or theology or theory;                     
it’s personal! That’s what makes it tough! 

 
-And this starts with admitting the truth--to God first!  And a relationship with God 
starts with truth!  There has to be this moment where you come to him and say, "God, 
the truth about me is that I’ve sinned by hurting you and others.  And it's not just little 
errors and mistakes.  
  
I have blown my own guidelines.  I have ignored you when I knew you were speaking.  
The deepest truth about me is that I need You, and I need Grace, and I need 
forgiveness!”   
 
-This is called--repentance. It means agreeing with God.  And when we do that, grace 
flows like a river.  Forgiveness covers the darkest sin--never to be remembered 
against us again, buried in the depths of the sea.  And we become children of God.  
 
-So, I want to ask you this morning.  Have you ever gotten honest with God--like really 
honest?  Just admitted who you are and what you do and what your real motives are.  
He already knows anyway, right?  That needs to happen every day!   
 
-Jesus said that truth sets you free.  And that is true in every sense of the word.                     
Do you know when people are able to break the chains of awful habits?  It’s when    
they bring that stuff into the light and say, “I can’t control how I use alcohol, my 
temper, my spending, or my addiction to porn.  Living a lie is exhausting work.                       
One of the dumbest things in the world is to think that you can keep lying and no                 
one will ever know.   
 
-When you put on this belt of truth, say, "God, help me to love truth and be meticulous 
about telling the truth today.  To be full of grace--to show tact, kindness and love, but 
to be full of truth.  Hold me accountable. Remind me if I try to squirm out of it." 
 

8. There's another arena where we just have to be ruthless when it comes to truth.  It's 
telling the truth to ourselves. One of the deep, dark things in the human personality is 
a tendency to avoid responsibility for knowing the truth because we don’t want to act 
on it.  Truth conflicts with what we want to do!   

 
a. When I was in seminary down in Kentucky--studying TRUTH, I was in a hurry 

one day--and going over the speed limit.  Big surprise, right?   I had this sick 
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feeling you always get when you see a flashing red light in the rear view mirror.  
I thought, “Oh crap!” 

 
 -Several dynamics.  Lori and I were living on almost nothing--paying for grad 

school and a budget of $15 a week for groceries.  And I knew I’d have to tell 
her!  Happy Birthday, Ken.  Merry Christmas, Ken! 
 
-So I thought, “You know, I'm going to get the speedometer checked--cause I 
think it may be wrong.”  Sure enough--it was--about 10 mph off.  Then I took 
the ticket to court.  Wouldn't you know it, I got Judge Judy.  She looked at me 
and said, "How old are you Mr. Davis?”  26.  “And how long have you been 
driving.”  10 years.  “And you still don't KNOW how fast 55 mph is?  I find 
that hard to believe.” Silence.  
 
-This was in front of a courtroom full of other losers and sinners like me.  
Somehow, I think paying the ticket would've been better, because see, the truth 
about me is that I knew!  I knew!  We usually do. 
 

 b. You could call this strategic avoidance.  We know when we're nagging.                   
We know when we're just being mean and suspicious.  We know when our 
biggest need is to just be right--no matter what damage it does.  We know how 
God feels about anger--how it destroys a heart.  

 
  -We know that lust and pride and judging others kills.  We know how our nasty 

comments cut. We can justify our doubts about God and what He says about 
our lifestyle and habits.  We just avoid thinking about, reading about, talking 
about, dwelling on what might convict us, cause us pain, or cause us to change.  
Cause we don't want to change.  We’d rather believe a lie.  

 
-And what's so devastating about this is that I, you, we--know what's right.                
We know that God is Judge.  We know what sin is--and that Christ paid for it.  
We know the pain our sin causes God and the world He loves so much and                   
the people he treasures.  But we lie to ourselves and just, well--do it! 
 

 c. So, I’m going to get very personal and invasive this morning and ask:  “Is there 
an area of your life where you're just closing your eyes?  Lying to yourself about 
something you know is true about you--but you won’t own it?  The only way 
God can help us--is if we live in the truth. 

 
-Maybe you're a Mom or Dad, and you know that your work and busyness is 
causing your kids to shrivel up inside--and you don't want to see it, so you don't.  
Or you know that you have hatred on the back burner of your heart--and it’s 
poisoning everything--and making you hard and bitter.  But you won’t tell 
yourself the truth.   
 
-It could be that you've become a judgmental, critical person--and you've got an 
opinion about everyone!  And you know you're like that--you just won't look at 
it.  It could be that pride and self-centeredness and narcissism is turning you 
into a prima dona--but it would be too painful to own that.  So you don’t.  
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-It could be that your greed and need to impress has turned you into someone 
who’s always measuring everything by the dollar--including obedience to God.  
But it’s easier to say, “I’m just a financially shrewd person who loves quality!”  
Why?  Because to admit you’re obsessed with money means you might have to 
give some of it away!   
 
-Are you telling yourself the truth about jealousy?  About lust?  About how pride 
and need for attention drives pretty much everything in your life? You need to, 
because, see, you know--just like I ‘knew’ in that Kentucky courthouse!  See, 
the truth is something you want to act on now before the untruth you’re living 
in takes you down.   
 
-We are accountable to the God of all the earth--who sees everything.  And he 
not only sees everything--he wants to protect us--you and me--with the truth. 
 
-And even if you want to stay enslaved, even if you don’t want to see the truth 
or know the truth or admit the truth, God loves you and wants to set you free 
--and protect everything you value with truth.  But you have to sign up--you’ve 
got to pull this belt around all the pieces out there flapping in the breeze.   
 

9. God is the God of all truth.  Jesus said, "I am the truth."  In the context of teaching 
about Satan as the Father of every lie, Jesus said, "It can be different.  You can know 
the truth--and truth will set you free.  Truth is the first line of defense between you and 
the powers of darkness.  So, will you do it?  Will you make truth the foundation you 
build everything on?   Will you make truth your passion?   

 
 -Will you pursue truth in all your relationships?  Will you, every day, pray on this belt of 

truth--and just say, "God, today, I want to live the truth…and not a lie!  I choose to tell 
myself the truth, tell You the truth and tell others the truth!  I choose to live with 
courage.  And I want to see the truth about me. Will you help?"  And He will! 

 

  


